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MariaDB External Authentication

proposed by Sun Microsystems in an Open 

Software Foundation Request for Comments 

(RFC) 86.0 dated October 1995.

PAM is currently supported in the AIX operating 

system, FreeBSD, HP-UX, Linux, Mac OS X, 

NetBSD and Solaris.

PAM makes possible the creation of 

authentication scenarios :

 ∫ using passwords from /etc/shadow (this is 

what PAM usually does for a normal shell 

logins, for pop3, imap, and many other 

services)

1. What is it? 

Starting in version 5.2.10 (only in the source 

tarball in 5.2.10), MariaDB includes a PAM 

authentication plugin. PAM is short for 

Pluggable Authentication Modules and is 

an authentication framework used by Linux, 

FreeBSD, Solaris, and other operating systems.

Pluggable authentication modules (PAM) are 

a mechanism to integrate multiple low-level 

authentication schemes into a high-level 

application programming interface (API). It 

allows programs that rely on authentication 

to be written independent of the underlying 

authentication scheme. PAM was first 
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 ∫ using LDAP

 ∫ using ssh passphrases

 ∫ using one-time passwords (even with SMS confirmation!)

 ∫ involving password expiration

 ∫ for user name mapping

 ∫ limiting access by time, date, day of the week, etc. and logging every login attempt

2. How does it work?

In MariaDB the plugin is not loaded by default, you need to install it with

MariaDB [test]> INSTALL PLUGIN pam SONAME ‘auth_pam.so’;

or by adding --plugin-load=auth_pam.so to the server’s command line or to the [mysqld] section 

in your my.cnf file.

Similar to all other authentication plugins, to create a user in MariaDB which uses PAM 

authentication, you use

CREATE USER username@hostname IDENTIFIED VIA pam

or, for example,

GRANT SELECT ON db.* TO serg IDENTIFIED VIA pam

Optionally, you can specify a PAM service name, for example:

CREATE USER test_pam IDENTIFIED VIA pam USING ‘mariadb_mtr’;

This line (copied verbatim from our test suite) creates a user that needs to be authenticated via 

PAM, using the service name mariadb_mtr.

If no service name is specified, the plugin will use “mysql” as the default PAM service name.
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3. Why use it?

 ∫ To centralize the user passwords management in an external authentication service like 

LDAP

 ∫ To control the password expiration rules

 ∫ To easily deploy new servers avoiding replication of users grants and password

 ∫ To synchronize user passwords on all servers

4. Resources

 ∫ MariaDB Documentation: kb.askmonty.org/en/pam-authentication-plugin


